
roy @ 80 Book
Just a few memories - and a few gaps!



Well, where do you start? Roy, a nipper on the beach sporting . . . beach-wear 
but where? 

We know that the school picture is at Harrow Weald School, spot Roy!
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Exeter 1948 and Roy about to be beastly on the squash court to . . . ?
If you can spot Pamela then maybe you can ask her who the extras are in this 
family photo. Also Roy (already camera shy) at Exeter in 1948.
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Roy looking pretty groovy in 1947, doing something he might regret to his first 
car in Bamenda 1951 and sporting some new beach gear in 1955 on the beach 
with a very little Alison (looks a bit like Charmouth)
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Roy 'on tour' in Bamenda

Roy the returning officer at 
some local election. Some of 
these guys will have gone on to 
great things in National 
Government, my favourite is the 
chap 2nd from the left!

Jean says this is Bamenda, 
looks awfully like Wales to me!
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Roy & Jean with Juno in 
Great Kingshill 1962

 Roy with Kathy, Rob & 
Sally at Cae Peris around 
1969 (what did Kathy do 
next?)

Roy practicing his reading 
on the beach at Exmouth 
1965 ish
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Back in Africa 1983 visiting the site of fort Motloutse in 
Bobonong & taking tea with Miranda and Sam on the Linyanti 
Marshes to the sound of hippo, baboon and night-time lions!
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Doing a Morecambe & Wise, feigning confusion with Jane, both 
at Joe's wedding 2003 and practicing his reading in Bishop's 
Castle.
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Roy telling his fishing story @ Kathy & Norman's wedding, Roy @ Miranda & 
Mash's wedding and Roy & Xander @ the Sally @ Andy wedding too!

(ask Roy to tell you his fishing story one day!)
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This is your favourite 
2005 photo Roy

Roy conquering the Long 
Mynd.

see more of Roy at 
www.ashwell.info
(poems and download 
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